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 This app is available for your device

Zeus
The Zeus Network
In-app purchases

4.4
6.62K reviews

500K+

Downloads Teen 

Install

About this app

THE ZEUS NETWORK is a leading digital video-on-demand entertainment network based in Burbank,
California, streaming original premium subscription video programming generated by the most popular
Social Media Influencers in the world. Our combined cast of Influencers and content creators reach a global
audience of over 100 million people. Available across a myriad of digital platforms and devices via the ZEUS
app and website, ZEUS is home to a roster of high quality, entertaining premium subscription video
programming titles, including exclusive, multi-episodic ZEUS Original Series that can only be found on the…
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Updated on

Jun 7, 2022

Data safety

Developers can show information here about how their app collects and uses your data. Learn more about
data safety

No information available

Ratings and reviews

Ratings and reviews are verified 
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TramBien Howard

September 25, 2020

Getting worse don't pay the year up front..wait the app continuously freezes on my phone it also freezes
when I cast it. But what really doesn't make any sense is it's freezing on my computer that is hardwired to
the ethernet cord and I'm trying to sign in and it's spinning. I like the content on the network but if they can't
get their streaming issues together I'm going to have to leave because it should be free if I have to deal with
this much of an issue.

132 people found this review helpful

Did you find this helpful?

Yunique Martinez

January 26, 2021

I love the shows on the app. but I hope my 3.99/m helps them improve their set up bcuz it's terrible.
Sometimes I can't pause the show I have to exit out. Sometimes a task bar comes up at the bottom. And the
next episodes don't auto play. Little irritating but beings there a new network I'm assuming they are working
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out all the kinks. All in all I love the shows they present. Just the app needs to be more like their competition
(sorry to say... Netflix) I like zeus shows way better than netflix

64 people found this review helpful

Did you find this helpful?

Charlene Payne

January 4, 2021

The app is extremely glitchy. It has a bunch of interesting shows, and I already paid for it, so I still use it but
its not worth the fee if it shuts down, and freezes every 10 minutes. If I try to pause the show, it freezes so I
have to close and restart the app to continue watching it... doubt I'll keep it past a month.

44 people found this review helpful

Did you find this helpful?

What's new

* Bug fixes 
* Performance improvements

Developer contact

Similar apps

 Flag as inappropriate
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